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Genomics plays a role in nine of the 10 leading causes of death in the United States. For people who are at increased risk for hereditary breast and ovarian cancer or hereditary colorectal cancer, genetic testing may reduce illness risks by guiding evidence-based interventions. Such interventions involve the emergent practice of precision medicine that uses an individual’s genetic profile to guide decisions made in regards to the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of disease. At the nexus of precision medicine and computer science; cloud computing and machine learning lies many research challenges for adapting and optimizing data-driven analytics to change the medical care delivered to patients in the US and beyond those borders. Focused on high-speed data analytics on large clusters for genomic data, our research applies scalable algorithms, new storage and computation designs and aims to achieve the possibilities of precision medicine with significant improvements in performance. In this work, we visit four major challenges facing big data genomics: Data acquisition, data storage, data distribution and data analysis. We present our solutions for privacy-preserving data distribution and scalable data analytics.
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